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FOX n FORESTS is a 2D action platformer with RPG elements inspired by the glorious days of 16-bit! Switch between various
seasons on the fly, shoot and slash with your magic melee crossbow and snatch valuable loot to unveil the mystery of the 5th

seasons. A thrilling pixel art fable with rewarding super secrets, screen filling bosses and thriving exploration. This is 16-bit how
you remember it!

5 SEASONS!

Switch between various seasons to explore new areas, outfox enemies and uncover amazing secrets.

MAGIC MELEE CROSSBOW!

Wield a weapon like no other to shoot, slash, slide and switch seasons.

FOXTASTIC FABLE!

Help Rick the Fox uncover the mystery of the 5th season and bring back justice to the forests and its inhabitants.

RETROTAINMENT!

16-bit how you remember it with gorgeous pixel art and a catchy chiptunes soundtrack.

ACTION PLATFORMER!

A thrilling adventure with engaging RPG elements, clever puzzles and pixel perfect platforming.
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Title: FOX n FORESTS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Bonus Level Entertainment, Independent Arts Software
Publisher:
EuroVideo Medien
Release Date: 17 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT 630 or AMD Radeon HD 5570

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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This is actually a very tough game to play. The controls are very simple and by level 11 you already know the full game, its just
a case of completing the difficult levels. If you dont like rage games, dont play this. Music is very good also!

I'd give it a 8\/10. Good Brutal fun, no apologizes made, worth 9$ but i hope there'll b a special, it's worth it but just.. 2 maps
only for 10$ US... if u see it cheaper grab it, u'll like it. The game is pretty good, at this price it's definitely giving a try if you
like scrolling shooters.

It is a huge ripoff of Cave games, it's up to you to decide if that's a bad or a good thing, but you'll be able to tell right away that
you've fought every single one of these enemies before. Except for the bosses, those are original as far as I can tell.
Coincidentally the bosses aren't all that great.

For difficulty, I only played a few credits so far and haven't beaten it, but I'm under the impression veteran players would
consider it too easy. Can't say I've had that problem before.

Scoring is pretty simple, you shoot stuff with the shot, when they turn black you finish them off with the laser, they call this soul
drain and it gives you a set bonus per enemy. There's an audio cue when the enemy turns black and they will still have a good
chunk of health left at this point, so it's not necessary to memorize how long it takes to kill each enemy like you would on ESP
Ra.De. or Ketsui, it's a lot more lenient. There's also a 2x bonus for killing bosses on the last 2 seconds of the timer, point
pickups hidden around the stages, and bullet grazing. Save for bullet grazing which is more fluid, all of these are very discrete
mechanics, you either get the bonuses or you don't, and it's not all that hard to soul drain every enemy in the stage. I imagine it's
very possible that a good player could with enough practice come very close to the theoretical max score of the game, which is
weird.

Anyway, it probably won't keep you interested for years but it's a good game. I've never heard of 1CC Games but I hope they
make some more.. Really fun, really hard. The solo is epic and the chords have you going all over the place.. If you like Sudoku
and Fruit, you can't go wrong.. I'm going to stick with a positive review for now. But seriously, any of this DLC for ComiPo!
relies so heavily on simple recolorings of clothes instead of multiple designs. Yes, I love the recolorings, but could we get a few
more designs and then recolor them all instead of just a couple designs? I mean, we paid $25 for this thing.... This game is really
very bad. I should nearly complain for a refund. If you know anybody with this game please make sure they are not mentally or
emotionally damaged.
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Vive Review.

The game starts off nicely, it's a fun little puzzle game in a relaxed setting. All is well until game breaking bugs stop you
advancing any further. They are:

1\/ The character randomly decides it can't climb stairs and\/or can't move.
2\/ The menu stops taking inputs. As in menu items will highlight, but they can't be clicked\/chosen. And game features also
suffer this, IE: The phones\/stairs often can't be clicked.

Can't recommend the game based on these issues, it all happens at random times. Me and the kids have ended up really
frustrated each time we've played it.

I7-6700K \/ MSI GTX1080.. Love this game honestly. as far as i know, this is what they make gundams out of. The
environment is beautiful. I did feel like it should just come to life though. As if this large metropolis should be bursting with life
and energy. Especially in the lounge area where the bar is. Seems as if something is missing in that aspect. This game is very
emersive, the overall feel and flow combined music really sets you into a state of relaxation mixed with a bit of fear. Just
because you do not know what can happen next.

~The Fat Man. We need more punk. This is definetly a giant milestone.. good simulator 7/10. Thid game, no me gusta. Jittery
plane controls, aiming is way too sensitive, planes are way too ♥♥♥♥ing strong (yours and the enemies). If you want to play a
fun plane sim get War Thunder its a lot cheaper than this.
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